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Social Studies



Social Studies
+ Finished Industrialism Unit

+ Covered Industrial Revolution & Soviet 
industrialization

+ Bomb Book Club

+ Globalization Unit

+ Capstone Project



Social Studies

+ Bomb Book Club
+ lessons on WWII… context for Bomb

+ Reading Bomb by Steve Sheinkin
+ Focus: characters’ decision making, 

actions, and impact
+ Persuasive writing



Social Studies

+ Globalization Unit
+ Intro to economic & political impacts
+ Future of globalization?

+ Free trade agreements: EU/Brexit,  
NAFTA



Social Studies

+ Capstone Project
+ Model UN simulation

+ Collaborative work between all 7th 
graders at BMS & CMS

+ Research
+ Argument writing



Language Arts



What we just finished: 
Companion guides



Companion guide: a collection of polished essays using different types 
of analysis about one book

+ Title page
+ Table of Contents
+ Introduction
+ Essay #1
+ Essay #2
+ Essay #3
+ Fan-fiction
+ Conclusion



Students Analyzed:
+ Characterization
+ Setting
+ Symbolism
+ Theme
+ Author’s purpose
+ Text structure
+ Craft



Along the way we practiced using:

+ various note-taking methods
+ various text structures
+ sentence patterns 
+ vocabulary
+ sign-posts



So how’d they turn out??

Most of them were really strong! I saw:
+ Great usage of sentence patterns and vocab
+ Strong claims 
+ Very creative 
+ WONDERFUL use of evidence



What’s next?

Since we’ve been making so much headway with 
evidence (finding it and analyzing it), we’re 
underway with our next unit: Argumentative 
Writing.



Students will write one essay, proving their 
stance on a controversial issue. Topics include:
+ Banned books
+ Pay-to-play sports
+ Cell phones in school
+ Length of school day
+ Can music help us focus?
+ Animal testing
+ US accepting more/less refugees



Skills practiced

+ Forming a nuanced claim (getting more 
eloquent and specific)

+ Using evidence from BOTH sides of the 
argument, while still proving why your claim is 
correct

+ Debating
+ Fluency



Due date:
Essays will be due in mid-May. 
+ Most of the writing will be done in class, but 

there is an expectation for students to work on 
it at home as well.

+ Students should also be reading nightly!

Next and final unit: historical fiction!



Science



Currently in Science...

- Finishing up the Human Body Systems 
- Skeletal & Muscular Systems 

- Structure and Function
- Movement
- Protect Major Organs



Coming up...

Simple Machines!
- How do simple machines make work easier for 

us?
- Lever, Pulley, Wedge, Inclined Plane, Wheel and 

Axle, and Screw
- Energy flow through a system
- Energy Transformation



Rube Goldberg 
Project!



What is a Rube Goldberg Project?
Students will design, draw, build, video and present a Rube Goldberg 
Machine that uses multiple steps to complete a simple task.

How can you help? 
-Save your recycling!

Final Build: June 7 & June 8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0uDDEEHDf1Y&feature=youtu.be

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0uDDEEHDf1Y&feature=youtu.be


Extra Help

+ Offered every morning at 7:30 am!

 



Math

+-x._.



Math

We have been working on:
+ Math 7: Writing & solving algebraic equations & 

inequalities based on real-world problems

+ Math 7+: Directly Proportional & Linear 
Relationships; Statistics



Math

We will be working on:
+ Math 7: Direct proportion relationships; 

Statistics & Probability; Angle Relationships
+ Math 7+: Probability; Angle Relationships; 

Triangles (Angles, Pythagorean Theorem, and 
Construction)



Which of the 
graphs shown 
represents a 

directly 
proportional 
relationship?

➔ Equal Ratios
➔ Initial Value
➔ Consistent  

& Constant



Linear Situations
➔ What does the steepness of 

the line tell us? (Slope)
➔ What does the point where 

the line starts tell us?
➔ When do the students raise 

the same amount of money? 
(systems of equations)

➔ Write an equation to 
represent the relationship



   Math 7        Math 7+



Wrapping Up 7th Grade Math…
+ SBAC Testing May 8th-10th

+ IAB’s (practice tests) have been administered 
throughout the year to help familiarize students
+ System tools and login process
+ Question styles (integrated into classroom 

instruction & assessments)



Wrapping Up 7th Grade Math…
+ Math Placements for 8th grade 

+ Notification via ConnectEd email will be sent with 
details on course recommendation for 8th grade

+ Options are: Math 8, Algebra 1+, and         
Geometry (only students currently in Algebra)



Wrapping Up 7th Grade Math…
+ Final Exam on Monday, June 18th

+ Assessment will be two periods with a study 
period beforehand 

+ Will carry same weight as other Summative 
Assessments

+ Students will be given review materials in 
advance



Algebra+

+ In the middle of a unit on systems of equations 
and inequalities

+ Will finish with unit on exponents & exponential 
functions

+ Final exam in June



Algebra+

+ Extra help available in the mornings

+ On Schoology: assignments, extra practice, 
assessment notifications, etc.



Important Dates!
Tuesday-Thursday May 8-10
Students need to bring to school:

+ Fully charged Chromebook & charger
+ Headphones or earbuds

SBAC testing dates:



Important Dates!
Friday June 22
+ Half day-12:15 dismissal

Last Day!


